A sample summative test

Hi everyone,
My name is Chin Chen from China. I am twelve years old.
I speak three languages: Chinese, English and Arabic.
I live in the capital city, Beijing in the north of China.
I like practising sports in the morning, playing computer
games in the afternoon. On holidays, I go for camping near the
mountain with my scouts mates.
I am happy to participate in the International Summer Scouts
Camp, to represent my beloved country, China. My flag is red
with one big yellow star at the left top corner, surrounded with
four small yellow stars. The Chinese currency is the Yuan. The
dragon is the symbol of China.
The Great Wall is one of the seven wonders in the world. It is
21.196 kilometres long. It stretches from the east to the west.
The famous national dish is the Beijing Roasted Duck.
Come and enjoy your time.Visit The Chinese Great Wall and
taste our national dishes.
Chin Chen
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A) I read the blog of Chin and choose the correct answer.

(04 points)

2- Chin lives in:
A - the East of China.
B - the west of China.
C - the North of China.

1-Chin is:
A - 11.
B - 12.
C - 13.

4- The symbol of China is:
A- the lion.
B- the fennec.
C- the dragon.

3-The Chinese flag contains:
A – one star.
B – four stars.
C – five stars.

B) I read, draw and colour the Chinese flag.
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(01 point)

C) I read and fill in the profile of Chin.

Photo

(03 points)

Family name: Chen
First name: …………
Age: ……………
Nationality: …………
Hometown: ……………
Likes: ………………
Languages: …………

D) I put the words in the right tent : (03 points)
A:

flag – practising
-yellow - games your – camping

/g/

B:

C:

/ŋ/

/j/
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E) I help Younes to put the verbs in the correct form.

( 03 points)

Hello,
My name (to be ) Younes. I ( to be) an Algerian scout. I
(to like) to have friends from all over the world. I want to
participate in The International Camp with my friend. He
(not to be ) Algerian.He (to be ) from Tunisia. We (to be)
friends on facebook.
Love,
Younes

F) I write .

(06 points)

It is your turn to write on The International Blog, introduce yourself, your
country, flag, celebration days, currency, dish and famous monuments.
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